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© Gilberto Zorio CourtesySprüth Magers  Arte Povera and “Multipli”, Torino 1970-1975  Sprüth Magers Berlin London  curated by Elena Re The group exhibition Arte Povera and “Multipli”, Torino 1970-1975 focuses on the artworks from the Arte Povera movement that were presented in the first half of the 1970s in the Turin gallery Multipli, a name which means “multiples” in English. Sprüth Magers gallery, which worked extensively with Alighiero Boetti, keeps alive the tradition of inviting independent curators as Elena Re, who selected for this exhibition works by Gilberto Zorio, Salvo, Alighiero Boetti, Giovanni Anselmo, Giulio Paolini, Michelangelo Pistoletto, Pier Paolo Calzolari and Giuseppe Penone. She is currently working on a larger comprehensive analysis and exhibition of  multiples.  The owner of Multipli, Giorgio Persano, founded it in 1970 and hosted artists linked to Arte Povera or to the conceptual art community.  The mission of this gallery was to demonstrate using the multiples that an artwork could be democratic and accessible and not simply a reproduction of originals. This peculiarity fit also with the Arte Povera philosophy which openly criticizes the idea of uniqueness and irreproducibility of an artwork. 
	pdf_2: Another characteristic of this artistic movement is that, in contrast with traditional art, the artists experiment with new unconventional media such as plastic, scraps, recycled or perishable materials like flowers or vegetables and even sometimes living animals (for example the parrot used by Kounellis) or make extensive use of performance and installations; this feature is well demonstrated by the wide range of materials and techniques of the artworks selected for the Sprüth Magers exhibition.  Zorio, for instance, inscribes two cowhides with the word “hate”, which often appears in his works, in two different ways to show the two sides of this feeling: an active part and a passive one, a part which provokes and another which reacts.  Salvo created marble plaques where he reported Esopo fairytales like La Tartaruga e l’Aquila which uses animals as a metaphor for the immutability of human nature, often arrogant and greedy.  As Germano Celant observed, artists “often questioned the role of the space, searching for a synthesis or a contrast with it”, through installations, which allowed the artist to overcome the two-dimensional boundaries of the traditional painting, or through performances or through the interaction between the artwork and the spectators.  In Locus solus by Giulio Paolini, for example, the male portrait that it is possible to glimpse in the black squares of a chessboard should ideally be completed by the visitor’s eyes.  In other cases the set-up of the exhibition seeks to stimulates the attention of the viewer: Linea Terra, an artwork made of soil on cardboard by Giovanni Anselmo, is set at eye-level.  A remarkable part of this exhibition is the display of a range of objects like catalogs and magazines that help the viewer to enter into the world and poetry of Arte Povera. The exhibition will be open until January 17, 2015.           



